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MBA Journals is an authentic management research publication platform under consortium e-Learning Network Pvt. Ltd, 

a publisher of more than 100 plus science, Technical, Medical Journals and  various books on high end scientific domains. 

This unique platform disseminates knowledge in various domains of Business, Finance, HRM, Industry, Management & 

Marketing. Apart from the publication of articles we are also glad to be assisting you in organizing and assisting in 

conferences, seminars and workshops on the topics relevant to Management studies. 

We recognizes that the world of management has a plethora of excellent ideas possessed by both academics , 

practitioners and business typhoons and our main motto is to bring them together  to culminate into a value creation which 

can enhance the learning and perspective of students and the teachers alike.

ARDEK Consultants in association with MBA Journals would be helping you to package your Event/ Conference in a 

smarter and memorable way. ARDEK in association with MBA Journals would oversee all the activities involved in 

organizing the conference and to make the Conference / Event a success.

You are requested to drop in 
your queries:

Sneha Pandey

Commissioning Editor

MBA Journals

sneha@mbajournals.in

(+91)120-4781219

We conceptualize, design and execute the complete conference/Event. We would be offering the following to our clients in 

organizing the conferences:

Everything a Client Needs
ü Event/Conference Planning and Management

ü Event/Conference Branding and Conceptualizing the main theme and objective of the event

ü Identifying target audience and promotion of the event

ü Site selection, Logistic support and lodging for participants, arrangement of catering services

ü Site Management and décor

ü Coordinating between various agencies and vendors

ü Designing and printing of Event Catalogues, Brochures, Notepads and other stationery

ü Designing and Printing of Backdrops, Standies, Banners, flags etc.

ü Arranging Corporate Complimentaries – Conference Folders, Mementoes, Corporate Gifts

ü Event Promotion – media, publicity etc.

ü Audio Visual arrangements

ü Ensuring Quality Products and Services and focus on cost effective solutions
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